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Measures of the body size and growth rate of chicks
are central to many avian studies (Ricklefs 1983). In
some species,growth rate or body size at fledging is
correlated with subsequentrecruitment into the popI Received 13 July 1993. Accepted 3 February 1994.
* Present address:Kananaskis Field Stations. University of Calgary,2500 University Dr. N.W., Calgary,
Alberta, T2N lN4, Canada.

ulation (Perrins 1965) indicating that these measures
can be important indicesof fitness.In nidicolousbirds,
measuresof nestlingbody size can be obtained simply
by visiting nests. However, obtaining growth data for
the nidifugous young of precocial birds is often far
more difficult. Here I describe a technique for estimating the size of objects in photographsand show
how this technique can be used to obtain size and
growth measuresfor chicks, especially the swimming
chicks of aquatic speciesthat can be approachedwith
floatingblinds (Nuechterlein 1982). I then demonstrate
the accuracyand utility of this method usingdata collected from both captive and free-ranging American
Coot (Fulica americana) chicks.
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ESTIMATING THE SIZE OF AN
OBJECT IN A PHOTOGRAPH

and then demonstrate the utility of combining this
technique with one describedabove.

Two thingsare neededto estimate the size of an object
in a photograph: (1) the distance at which the object
was photographed and (2) a regressionequation for
predicting the magnification of objectsin photographs
as a function of distancephotographed,specificallyfor
the particular lens that is used. Here, magnification of
an object in a photograph refers to size of the object
in the photograph relative to the object’s true size.
The relation between the magnification of an object
in a photographand the distanceit was photographed
at can be obtained by (i) photographinga known-sized
object at various measured distances, (ii) measuring
the size of the object in each photograph or projected
image, (iii) dividing measuredsizeby true sizeto obtain
the magnification of the object at each distance, and
(iv) performing regressionanalysisto obtain a predictive relationship between magnification and distance
photographed. This regressionequation can then be
used to predict the magnification of an object in a
photograph taken at a known distance;the actual size
of the object is the size measuredon the photographic
image divided by the magnification. It is critical to
note, however, that the regressionequation will only
predict the magnification of objects in photographs
printed or projected at the samephotographicenlargement as the photographsused to obtain the regression
(photographicenlargementis the size of the total photographic image relative to negative or slide size).
Moreover, each regressionis specific to a particular
lens and researcherswill have to obtain their own regressionequations.
To determine the relation between the distance at
which an object is photographedand its magnification
in the photograph, I photographed a 10 cm x 1 cm
rectangle,drawn on a flat manila folder, at 10 measured
distancesbetween 2.5 m to 15 m. I used a 300 mm
lens and Kodachrome 64 slide film. I then measured
the size of the projected image of the rectangle on a
photographic screen. Dividing each projected size by
the real size (10 cm) yielded the magnification of the
image. The magnification of an object in an image
shouldbe a function of the inverse of the photographic
distance, rather than actual photographicdistance, so
I plotted magnification as a function of the inverse of
distance.A polynomial regressiongave the best fit and
the relation was extremely tight (Fig. 1; F = 6.71 x
lOIs, df = 2, 7, P < 0.001, adjustedR* = 1.00).
I next took test photographsof the 10 cm long rectangle at various measured distancesbetween 2.5 and
9 m, measured the size of the rectangle on projected
images, and used the regressionto predict the actual
size of the rectangle. These predicted size estimates
were accurateand the averageerror in estimated size,
expressedasa percentageoftrue size,was0.24 ? 0.03%,
n = 31 estimates. This high accuracy was achieved
under ideal conditions where the distanceto the object
could be measuredaccurately. In field conditions, especially where photographingmobile animals, it would
not be possible to measure the distance between the
animal and the camera directly with a measuringtape.
I therefore outline a technique for estimating the distance to objectsusinga telephoto lens as a rangefinder,

ESTIMATING THE DISTANCE TO AN
OBJECT USING A TELEPHOTO LENS
Camera lenseshave “distance to objectin focus” markings on the focusingring and these markings permit a
rough estimate of the distance to a subject that is in
focus.To increasethe precisionof the markingson the
barrel of the 300 mm lens I used, I placed a piece of
tape on the focusingring and marked the tape with the
following distance intervals; 0.5 ft divisions between
12 and 15 ft, 1.Oft divisions between 15 and 30 ft, and
2.0 ft divisions between 30 and 50 ft. The location of
each distance marker was determined by focusing on
an object at a precisely measured distance from the
film plane and I used non-metric intervals becauseI
did not have accessto a metric tape measure.
To determine the accuracyof this “rangefinder,” I
estimateddistanceby focusingon an objectand reading
the distance markings on the focusing ring while an
assistantmeasuredthe actual distance with a measuring tape. The camera was attached to a tripod to increasestability and ease of focusing.The distance estimates I obtained were very accurate.The mean error
(absolutevalue of measureddistanceminus estimated
distance), expressedas a percentageof the measured
distance,was 0.89% f 0.68% (n -93). The error also
increasedsliahtlv with distance:Error (%) = 0.08 Distance (m) +-0.3b, F = 15.39, df = 1,91, P < 0.001.
With an averageerror of less than 1% over the range
of distancestested, this method clearly permits an accurate distance estimate. This accuracy,in combination with the precise relation between distance and
object magnification, shouldmake it possibleto obtain
an accuratesize estimate from a photographwhen the
distanceto the objectis estimatedrather than measured
directly.
TESTING THE ACCURACY OF BOTH
METHODS COMBINED
I performed three tests to assesshow accurately the
size of an object can be estimated from photographs
when the distance to the object is estimated usingthe
camera lens as a rangefinder.
(I) Inanimate objectof known size. I photographed
the 10 cm rectangleat randomly chosendistancesbetween 2.5 and 9 m and estimated the distance to the
rectangle using the markings on the focusing ring. I
later measuredthe size of the projected images of the
rectangle and, with the regression equation derived
above (Fig. l), used the distance estimates to predict
the magnification and actual size of the rectangle in
each slide. The predicted size estimateswere accurate;
mean error was 0.94 ? 0.14% of the actual size (n =
31 estimates). The accuracy of the estimate also decreasedwith distance; Error (%) = 0.14 Distance (m)
+ 0.16, F= 4.91, df= 1, 29, P= 0.035.
This trial was run under ideal conditionsbecausethe
object being measured was an immobile, flat drawing
maintained perpendicularto the camera. Animals are
not usually so cooperative, so I assessedthe accuracy
of the techniquein estimatingbody sizeof both captive
and wild coot chicks.
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FIGURE 1. Example of the magnification of an object in a photographicimage asa function of the inverse
of the distanceat which the object was photographed.
(2) CaptiveAmerican Coot chicks.I raised 11 chicks
in captivity in 1988 and photographedthem every three
or four days while they swam in a small wading pool.
I obtained photographsof chicks ranging in age from
8 to 50 days and rangingin body massfrom 26 to 550
grams. All chicks were photographedwith a 200 mm
lens from a set distanceof 10 feet, as indicated by the
manufacturer’s markings on the lens barrel. I preset
the focusingdistanceand then altered the camera position to bring the chicks into focus. I used black and
white film and on each image projected from a darkroom enlarger,1measuredthe body lengthofthe swimming chick at the waterline. Since all chickswere photographedfrom the samedistance,I usedrelative body
length in this trial rather than actual length. Relative
length is the size of the chick on the projected image.
Most chicks were photographedtwice in each session
to allow for a repeatability calculation(Falconer 1981,
Lesselsand Boag 1987).
The measures of relative body length had a high
repeatability (Table 1). Photographsvaried greatly in

FIGURE 2. The relation between the body mass of
American Coot chicks and their relative body length.
Relative body length is the size measuredon the photographicimage.
quality and some imageswere difficult to measure.To
assessthe effect of photographquality on repeatability,
I ranked the quality of each image into three arbitrary
categories:(i) Excellent = sharp focus and a perpendicular body orientation, (ii) Good = slightly out of
focus chick or body oriented slightly away from perpendicular, and (iii) Poor = badly out of focus and/or
body orientation considerably away from lateral.
Omitting the small number of Poor rank photographs
from the calculation did not affect the repeatability,
but the repeatability based solely on Excellent rank
photographswas slightly higher (Table 1).
“Body lengthat waterline” is not a standardmeasure
of body size so I examined the relation between body
lengthat waterline and body mass,a more typical measure of body size. Each chick was weighed within 4 hr
of being photographed, and where chicks were photographed more than once on a given day, I used the
averageof the length estimates.Body length on a photograph is highly correlated with body mass (Fig. 2;
Pearsoncorrelation r = 0.97, n = 43, P < 0.001) and
is thus a biologically meaningful measureof body size.
(3) Wild American Coot chicks.I obtained body size

TABLE 1. Repeatabilities of body size measuresobtained from photographsof American Coot chicks. Repeatabilities are based on analysisof variance (Lessellsand Boag 1987).

Size measure

I. Captive chicks

II. Wild chicks

Body length

Body length

Culmen

* E = excellent,G = good,P = poor (seetext).
t P for all F tests< 0.001.

all
E, G
E
all
E, G
E
all
E, G
E

Repeatability

F ratio (dot

0.980
0.980
0.986
0.694
0.806
0.824
0.681
0.683
0.792

112.33 (30, 41)
115.51 (24, 33)
152.45 (8, 10)
6.51 (49, 72)
10.94 (49, 70)
11.49 (49, 62)
5.83 (49, 62)
5.83 (49, 62)
9.18 (31. 37)
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estimatesfor wild coot chicksduringa studyofparental
care in central British Columbia in 1992 (Lyon et al.,
unpubl. ms.). Broodswere followed in a floating blind,
and swimming chicks (n = 198) were photographed
with a 300 mm lens. As describedabove, I estimated
the distancefrom which each photographwas taken. I
later projected each photographon a screen,measured
the body length at waterline of each chick, and converted thesemeasuresto estimatesof actualbody length
with the regressionshown in Figure 1. All but two of
the 552 photographswere taken at a distance of less
than 10 m, and the averagephotographicdistancewas
5.84 m (kO.063 m). All chickswere individually color
marked within broods. No chick was photographedon
more than one day (i.e., each chick was photographed
at only one age), but the agesof chicks photographed
ranged from 19 to 54 days.
Many chicks were photographedtwo or more times
so it is possibleto calculaterepeatabilitiesfor the body
size estimates.I alsoexamined the effectof photograph
quality on the repeatability of body measures,as was
done for the captive chicks. To calculaterepeatability
in each case,I excluded chicks representedby a single
photograph and then randomly chose 50 chicks from
the remaining pool of chicks. The estimates of body
length had high repeatabilities (Table 1). Removing
Poor photographsincreasedrepeatabilitymarkedly, but
there was little increase in repeatability when Good
photographswere also excluded (Table 1). I also examined the repeatability of a secondmeasureof body
size, culmen length. As before, I chose 50 chicks at
random from the pool of available chicks represented
by at least two photographs,except in the trial restricted to “Excellent” photographs,where only 32 chicks
were represented by two or more photographs. Repeatabilities of culmen length were also high, and excludingboth “Poor” and “Good” quality photographs
improved the repeatability noticeably (Table 1).
DISCUSSION
It is clear that usefulsize measurementsof objectscan
be obtained from photographstaken at known, or accurately estimated, distances.These measuresof body
size are not meant to be a substitutefor the accurate
body size measuresneeded for some studies. Nonetheless,the high repeatabilitiesof these measuressuggest that they will be useful for studiesgeared for detecting strong ecological patterns. This technique
complementsa method describedbv Butler et al. (1990)
for measuringobjects with a telescope.Their method
requiresthat the object sit motionlessfor a few seconds
while size can be estimated from a micrometer eyepiece. Moreover, it is also necessaryto measure or
accurately estimate the distance between the animal
and the telescope. Clearly, this method will not be
appropriatefor subjects,like precocialyoung,that move
constantlyor wherever the distanceto the subjectcannot be estimatedaccurately.The photographicmethod
I describecircumventstheseproblemsand can be used
for any subject that can be approachedfairly closely.
It should be particularly useful for obtaining relative
indicesofgrowth for aquaticbirds with precocialyoung
that can be approachedwith floating blinds, and these
include loons, grebes,and waterfowl. My method has

the added advantage of providing a permanent photographicrecord; moreover, measurementerror can be
reduced by eliminating low quality photographsfrom
the analyses.
The repeatabilitiesof body length for captive chicks
were much higher than those obtained for wild chicks
(Table 1). and nossiblereasonsfor this differenceshould
be mentioned: I believe that differencesbetween the
two trials in the accuracyof distance estimates were
probably the most important factor. With the captive
chicks,the distanceto subjectwas maintained constant
for all photographs.By contrast, distanceswere variable for the wild chick data set and two factors may
have resulted in inaccurate distance estimates. First,
the chickswere photographedfrom a small hole in the
blind covering and I had to pull the camera back into
the blind to read the distance markings on the lens
barrelfor eachphotograph.Pullingthe lensbackthrough
the opening of the blind may have sometimes caused
the lensbarrel to rotate away from the focusingposition
in which the photograph was taken. This source of
measurementerror could be eliminated with a device
that locks the lens into a fixed position when a photograph is taken. A second source of inaccuracy in
estimatingthe distanceto the subjectis error in reading
the distancemarkings on the lens barrel. Some broods
were difficult to approach or remained hidden in the
vegetation for long periods of time, and I often had to
work quickly to photograph several chicks when I finally succeededin getting a clear view of the brood.
The need for haste may have causedme to incorrectly
read the distance markings on the lens barrel. This
problem could be reduced if the markings were colorcoded so that major intervals (e.g., 5, 10, 15, . .) could
not be confused. Measurement error can be further
reduced by photographingeach animal or object several times and usingthe mean value for eachindividual
and, further, by eliminating outlier measurementsthat
differ from the mean value by more than some predetermined amount.
I have demonstratedthe utility of usingphotographs
to measure the body size of chicks, but this method
can be used to measurethe size or area of any objects
than cannot be measureddirectly (e.g., structural size
of large birds, large mammals, prey sizes for raptors
or piscivores).Similarly, I have shown that a telephoto
lens can be used to measure distances to objects in
caseswhere direct distancemeasurementsare not possible, and possible candidates include the height of
nestsabove the ground or the minimum distancethat
parent birds approacha human observer in studiesof
nest defense (e.g., Montgomerie and Weatherhead
1988).
SusieEverding, Caroline Morrill and Louise Cargill
helped raise the captive chicks and John Eadie and
Linda Hamilton helped with the study of wild chicks.
John Eadie and Tim Karels measuredthe photographs
of the wild chicks.The measuresof captive chickswere
obtained during a studyof brood parasitism funded by
a NSF Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant and
the measurementsof wild chicks were done as part of
a study funded by a N.S.E.R.C. (Canada) operating
grant to John Eadie. Comments from Linda Hamilton,
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Geoff Hill, Erica Dunn and an anonymous reviewer
improved the manuscript.
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Several studies have predicted how parental investment should changein relation to the age of offspring
(Williams 1966, Winkler 1987). The Reproductive
Value Hypothesis (RVH) statesthat parentsshould be
preparedto invest more in older juveniles becausethey
have a higher probability of surviving to breedingage.
This may occur becauseolder juveniles are closer to
maturation and becausethe instantaneousrate of juvenile mortality generallydecreaseswith increasingage
(Clutton-Brock 1991). Increase in feeding effort with
chick age has been documented for some speciesof
colonial waterbirds. In Pigeon Guillemots (Cepphus
columba) provisioning rates increasedwith chick age,
only during the first part of the nestlingperiod (Emms
and Verbeek 1991). Feeding rates were not observed
to vary with chick agein the closelyrelated Black Guillemot (Cepphusgrylle), but size of fish delivered to the
nest increasedwith chick age (Cairns 1987). As chicks
grow older they also have greater food requirements,
and increasedparental care might simply correspond
to the higher energeticsand nutritional demandsof the
offspring. Further evidence for increasedparental care
with increasingage of offspring comes from studiesof
brood defense. Brood defense has been reported to
increasewith nestling age in several passerinespecies
(Andersson et al. 1980. Redondo and Carranza 1989,
but seeKnight and Temple 1986, Westmoreland1989).
However, the observedincreasein parentalcarewith
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1994.

offspring age can also be influenced by confounding
variables suchas parental age and or quality. Breeding
successis known to increasewith parentalagein several
bird species(Saether 1990) and this can be the result
of increasedexperiencewith age.In addition, asparents
grow older, their potential for future reproduction decreases.Thus the cost of reduced future reproductive
success
shoulddeclinewith ageand older parentsshould
be selected to invest more in offspring compared to
younger parents (Pugesek 1981). Therefore, it is important to control for parental age when considering
variation in parental care with offspring age.
Here, we analyzedata from two yearson the duration
of feeding bouts by Greater Flamingo (Phoenicopterus
ruber roseus)parents of known age and sex to their
offspring. We show that only male parental care increaseswith offspring age. We discussour results in
relation to lifetime reproductive successand costs of
reproduction.
METHODS
The Greater Flamingo is a filter-feeder that breeds in
dense colonies often numbering several thousandsof
pairs. Females lay a singleeggand both parents share
incubation. Flamingos have bred intermittently in the
saline lagoonsof the Camarguein southernFrance for
centuries (Johnson 1983). In every year since 1972,
they have bred in the Etang du Fangassier,part of the
large complex of commercial salt pans of Salin de Giraud. On average, since 1977, 12% of the chicks have
been banded eachyear with darvic ringsengravedwith
alphanumeric codes (Johnson 1989).
Birds start to gather at the breeding site in March.
Egg laying usually begins in April and continues for
four to six weeks. At about 10 days of age the chicks

